Hello,

Voyageurs National Park is advertising for technicians for several natural resource disciplines for summer 2017. Requires Bachelor of Science or equivalent. Please share with current or former students! Note that the three job titles on USA Jobs are the same, so pay attention to the Job Announcement #s and the position descriptions to discern between the positions. Applicants can apply for more than 1 position.

Wildlife Technicians #MWW-17-101 DE (1875454)
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/459825100/
-Requires Dept of Interior Motorboat Operator Certification Course [must include certificate with application]
-Current projects include wolf monitoring and prey study, beaver ecology, carnivore monitoring, bat monitoring, bird monitoring

Restoration Ecology Technicians #MWW-17-100-DE (1873565)
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/459477500/
-Preference for those with Dept of Interior Motorboat Operator Certification Course (but not required)
-Technicians will work on new Wetland Restoration/Cattail Management Project or invasive species management.

Aquatic Science Technicians MWW-17-112-DE (1875413)
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/459477500/
-Preference for those with Dept of Interior Motorboat Operator Certification Course (but not required)
-Water quality monitoring and research